
Foundation Paper 1 (Non-Calculator)

Mathswatch clip 

number Foundation paper 2 (Claculator allowed)

Mathswatch clip 

number

Round a number 31,32 change fraction to percentage 85

Ordering numbers 2,3 round to decimal places 32

Convert percentage to fraction 85 powers 29

Equivalent fractions 25 place value 1

Multiples 28 Metris units - conversion 112

Simplify algebraic expressions 33,34,35 factors and multiples 28

Probability (scales and as fractions) 14 probability - list outcomes 58

Proportion problem 42 practical money problem 22b

Name Parts of a circle 116 speed, distance and time calculation 142

Practical money problem 22a prime numbers 28

comment on statements about odd and even numbers solve linear equations 135a

Interpret a bar chart 15 Draw a pie chart] 128a

proportion problem 42 probability calculation 59

Fraction, Percentage and Ratio problem 107 Complete frequency tree 57

Find percentage of an amount 87 Angle facts problem 45,121

Substitution 95 complete frequency table

Expand a bracket 134 Recipes proportion problem 39

Solve linear equation 135a Describe a transformation 48,49,50,148

Writing a ratio in form 1:n (practical problem Practical circles calculation problem 117,118

Set notation problem 127a,b simplify expressions with indices 34,35

Calculation with mixed number fractions 71a, 73,74 Find Lowest Common Multiple and Highest Common Factor 79,80

ratio problem 39,106 Find equation of straight line from its graph 159a

Percentage profit calculation 109 Practical percentage and ratio problem

Estimation problem using speed, distance and time 142 Plot graph of a quadratic 98

3D plans and elevations 51 solve quadratic equation from a graph

Calculate surface area of pyramid 114 Pressure, Force and Area calculation

Missing Coordinates problem 8,113 Volume of a prism 119

Plot straight line graph 96

Multiply, add, subtract vectors 174

Foundation Paper 3 (Calculator Allowed)

Mathswatch Clip 

Number

Note: In some cases the Mathswatch clip will only go over the 

basic concepts and you will have to apply these in different 

contexts, so the clip may not resemble the question in the paper.

Convert between fractions, decimals and percentages 85

Round a number 31

Linear sequences 103

make largest and smallest possible number from given digits 1

write factors of a number 28

multiples problem 28

use calculator efficiently 77

Interpret timetable 6b

calculate pay from hourly rates given 22b

write increase as a fraction of original amount 109,85

use scale to evaluate perimeter from scale drawing 38

match graphs to equations (linear graphs) 96

Construct a stem and leaf diagram 128b

Order of operations problem 75

calculate the range 62

fraction and ratio practical problem 107

area of triangle problem 54

standard form calculation 83

scatter graphs 129

expand expression with brackets and simplify 134a

draw shape with same area problem

Probability tree diagrams 151

trigonometry problem 168

probability problem (use sum of probabilities = 1) 59

Solve equation 135a

Angles in polygons 123

Similarity problem (triangles) 144

Change subject of formula 136


